ENVIRONMENTAL & SOCIAL sustainability
Course Syllabus

INTRODUCTION TO THE BOOTCAMP

BST Impact and ESI Monitor explore the interlinkages between the
E, the S and the G of ESG through a pragmatic approach that takes
into consideration all the relevant environmental and social
frameworks shaping current sustainability trends for corporate
actors.
This online training will be delivered live in 4 sessions of 90
minutes which will run once a week.
LIVE SESSIONS: 22 Nov- 9 Dec 2021
TIME: 16:00- 17:30 CET
CPD: 6 hours (90 min. per week)
PLATFORM: Zoom Meetings

Environmental
sustainability
Modules:

Brief history of sustainability and corporate responsibility
topics:
‘Silent Spring’ and rising ecological awareness
UN Sustainable Development Goals
Definitions of sustainable development
Untangling the ‘Alphabet Soup’ of Sustainability
What is sustainability and where did it come from?
International law, conventions, treaties and standards
Differences between standards, frameworks and
methodologies

How sustainable is your business today, and what can you do
to change?
Setting strategy, policies, KPIs and reporting
Exploring sustainable business models
Practical models for effective sustainability change
Examples of successful change
Climate Change and Greenhouse Gases
Rio, Kyoto, the IPCC and the CoPs in more depth
Typical climate change impacts in different sectors
Relevant legislation and initiatives
Net Zero, sequestration, carbon credits
Transition scenarios

Sustainable Resource Usage and Waste
Resource footprinting (using the example of water)
Historical examples of waste
Typical impacts in different sectors
Planetary Boundaries and Circular Economy concepts
Pollution & Contamination and Habitats & Biodiversity
Natural capital concept
Historical examples of pollution and contamination
Typical impacts in different sectors (agriculture;
seabed mining)

SOCIAL sustainability &
GOVERNANCE
Modules:

International Human Rights Law and
the SDGs
International standards for social
sustainability and their relevance to
the private sector
How to use human rights and labour
law to create social sustainability
strategies
Developing norms-based indicators
for social sustainability
Human Rights Due Diligence

Good Governance Beyond the Boardroom
The principles of good governance
How has the concept developed and what can we
learn from the International fora dealing with
governance
Developing meaningful internal Mechanisms
The right of redress
How to set up efficient internal complaint
mechanisms

The Course Material includes:
Sustainability glossary and definitions; Self-assessment checklists; Overview of
sustainability standards and frameworks; Guidance on how to connect the E and S.
Guidance on writing an environmental sustainability policy; Introductory guides to
emissions management for energy and buildings, travel and waste management,
waste assessments and waste audits; Quick guide to assessing alignment with
the SDGs; Additional resources to inform and engage staff in sustainability
initiatives.
Guidance on Good Governance: Concept & Corporate Action; Robust nondiscrimination and non-exploitation policies; Basic elements of policies on fair
recruitment, child labour, employees relations and whistle-blower protection;
Case studies on corporate sustainability and change; Slide pack of all
presentations; Video Recordings of all live sessions.

your Trainers
IAN CORDER
Director of Standards and Operations, ESI Monitor

FRED BETLEY
Sustainable Development Specialist, ESI Monitor

KRISTINA TOUZENIS
Managing Partner, BST Impact

SILVIA SCOZIA
Head of Law and Policy, BST Impact

At BST Impact we support brand marketing and procurement officers, asset holders, wealth
professionals and their advisors, to meet the evolving sustainability challenges head-on for
the benefit of their clients and market. Through the development of social sustainability
strategies, policies, and measurement tools, to long-term support and advisory services, as
well as tailored training, workshop, and events, we help strengthen relationships within your
market and grow your business.
We base all our actions on the pragmatic implementation of the existing global normative
framework. We believe that international norms are a concrete, harmonized guidance on how
to establish and prioritize short, medium and long-term goals in your sustainability strategy,
as well as on how to transparently communicate about the trade-offs at the basis of your
strategy. Besides creating trust and accountability in your corporate actions, this approach
will allow you to have an enormous positive effect on both the environment and the
communities affected by your business activity.
Together with our trusted partners, knowledge leaders across the sustainability spectrum,
we can help any organization make concrete progress, wherever they are on their ESG journey.

ESI Monitor helps organisations measure and manage their environmental and social
impact and exposure, whether in their internal operations, supply chain, or investments.
Our smart, digital sustainability framework helps clients to understand and improve their
impact on the world, while adapting to a future shaped by climate change and other
forces.
Using our platform and services, organisations rapidly develop independently verified,
best in class, greenhouse gas emissions reductions and reduced environmental impact.
Our clients’ teams are engaged and enthused by the process and they develop skills to
become the sustainable leaders of tomorrow. The environmental footprint reductions they
achieve position our clients to operate in markets where increasingly high environmental
and social standards are expected.
We also support our clients to understand and assess their exposure to environmental,
social, and governance risks and opportunities, and evolve rapidly to more sustainable
and resilient business models.

PRICING &
REGISTRATION
Student price: 495 USD
Standard price: 795 USD
20% Early Birds discount with the promo code:
EarlyBirds2021 (valid until 13th November)
Get in touch for your student promo code at
info@bst-impact.com

Secure your place HERE
Thank you!

ENVIRONMENTAL & Social sustainability Bootcamp

Fully capture your effects and
efforts on sustainability

Get in touch today!
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